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Meeting Venue:
Date: Friday, April 8, 2016.
Place of the meeting:
bld. 10, Petroverigskiy lane,
Moscow, 101990
Metro: Kitay-gorod

Accommodation
For the participants we have pre-booked hotel “Polesye” which is conveniently situated in 3
min walking distance from the meeting place.
Please refer to the booking code “Northern Dimension Partnership ”
Hotel address: Armyansky per., 6
Moscow, 101990
Tel.: +7 495 628 5535
A favorable rate of apprx. 60 Euro per night is offered along with breakfast.
Getting to the hotel and meeting venue directions are in Annex1 and 2
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Travel information from airport to hotel and to the meeting
Arriving by plane
Moscow’s three main airports are Sheremetyevo located in the north west, Domodedovo in the south
east and Vnukovo in the south west.

DOMODEDOVO AIRPORT (DME)
Getting to and from Domodedovo is remarkably easy. Aeroexpress trains link to/from
Paveletskiy Station (Paveletskaya metro - green and circle lines), which runs on the hour every
hour, takes just over forty minutes, and costs under $15. The journey time is 45
minutes. http://www.domodedovo.ru/en/
SHEREMETYEVO AIRPORT (SVO)
Aeroexpress trains go from here to the Belorusskaya station. The journey time is 35 minutes.
Qtel. (+7) 495 578 65 65, www.svo.aero .
The Aeroexpress train is by the far the fastest and most reliable way to get in to the city centre,
dropping passengers off at the metro circle line. Night time arrivals (the Aeroexpress is closed
between 00:30 and 05:00) will be at the mercy of taxi drivers so it is advisable to pre-book a
taxi or transfer, to save yourself being ripped o by the touts. Qtel. (+7) 800 700 33 77,
www.aeroexpress.ru.
TAXIS
Taxis in Moscow can be relatively cheap compared to other Western capitals. If you phone a
legitimate taxi company, you’ll be quoted an exact price for the journey. (Aprx.1300, 00 Rubl)
Gett Taxi, tel. (+7) 499 999 08 39, gett.com/ru
New Moscow Taxi, tel. (+7) 495 780 67 80, www.newmos-cowtaxi.ru
New Yellow Taxi, tel. (+7) 495 940 88 88, www.nyt.ru
Taxi Escort, tel. (+7) 495 622 20 20, www.taxiescort.ru
Taxi Shanson, tel. (+7) 495 225 31 31, www.tshanson.ru
XXL taxi, tel. (+7) 495 995 82 94, www.xxltaxi.ru
CUSTOMS
For most travellers leaving Russia you will just need to go to the GREEN (nothing to declare)
channel and you do NOT need to complete the ‘Customs and Currency Declaration Statement’
upon arrival or departure (unless you are carrying thousands of dollars in cash with you).
MONEY
The national currency is the rouble (Rbl). Banknotes come in denominations of 50, 100, 500,
1,000 and 5,000. Rouble coins come in 1, 2, 5 and 10Rbl. There are 100 kopeks to a rouble and
kopek coins come in 5, 10 and 50. It’s illegal to pay in dollars or euros. You can nd ATMs at
most metro stations, banks and large hotels.
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Annex 1

Your Destination.
Kitay-Gorod.
Step out to the direction
"Maroseyka street"

Change from
Tverskaya
to Pushkinskaya

Change from Novokuznetskaya
to Tretyakovskaya
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Hotel "Polessiye" at the
Embassy of Belarus
Armyanskiy per., 6.
Tel. +7 495 628-55-35

National Research Center
for Preventive Medicine
Petroverigskiy lane, 10
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